
Assignment Sheet for Week  17– December 5, 2022 

Day 1 
Upcoming Event– 12-7 The high school students will present a middle ages program 
for our students from 12-1:00. Tuesday students are welcomed to come and bring 
siblings. It is a great interactive event. If T/Th kids come, they are excused from 1 
day of science and history work.  

Math– The key for the mixed time test is in your Saxon Key packet. 
___(5) Mixed Time Test 

___(80) Problem Set 59-complete, grade and correct. 

___(5) Review songs and chants in journals.  
English 
Grammar 

___(5) Helping Verb Jingle 

___(25) Classroom Practice 34. Grade and Correct.   

Composition 

___ (20) Today use your outline to write paragraph two. Each detail should have its own sentence (or two or three). 

Students should think about adding specific examples for each detail as well as transitions between sentences. I will be 

showing them examples of this in class. (Look in our notebook for examples.) Write the paragraph on a page titled 

“Paragraph Two.” Make sure it is double spaced. 

Literature  

___(30) Answer questions for Chapter 4 and 5, The Door in the Wall. We marked the page numbers in class. Students 

get a holiday from writing complete sentences and doing enrichment/ handwriting because we are writing so much. 

Spelling 

___ (20) Complete the first two pages of List 12. 

Science 

___(5) Read page 148-149 in Purposeful Design. 

___(55) Complete 12.5A and B. I have also given them gumdrops to use with 5.A. 

History– This can be done in print  

___(5) Sing History Songs. Memorize titles and dates of the cards through card 15 for the next test. 

___(40) East/ West Schism questions today only. 

Geography 

____(15) Page 57 

 

4 
Am and Amat are 

our Latin words for 

the week! 











Assignment Sheet for Week  17– December 5, 2022 

Day 2 

Math 

___(5) Mixed Time Test 

___(80) Problem Set 60– complete, grade and correct. 

___(5) Sing your songs and chants from your journal. 

English 

Grammar 

___ (25) Complete the Guided Practice on  page 361. 

Composition– found in black notebook 

___ (20) Today complete Break Up the Grocery List 2 in your notebook.  Then look at your paragraph one writing.   

Do you have a grocery list? If so, revise it and break it up!  

Literature/ Handwriting 

___(25) Complete the questions for chapter 6 and 7. We have already marked the page numbers for the answers. 

Students can answer in incomplete sentences as long as the questions are completely answered. 

Spelling 

____(20) Second two pages of List 12. 

Science–  
___(5) Read page 150-151 in Purposeful Design. 

___(55) Complete 12.7B. 

History– For Christmas, this can be in print. 

___(5) Sing History songs. The name and dates of the history  cards 1-10 should be memorized for our next test. 

___(25) Fill in the chart to compare the churches of the east to the churches of the west.  

Geography 

____(15) Page 58.  

Family Reading 

____(15) Read two nights a week. 

 

4 4 











Assignment Sheet for Week  17– December 5, 2022 

Day 3 

Math 
___(5) Mixed Time Test 

___(85) Complete Practice Test 11- complete, grade and correct. We will have 

a test on Classroom Day 1. 

English 
Grammar 

___ (25) Complete and grade CP 35 

Composition– found in black notebook 

___ (20) Now that you know how to  break up the grocery list and use specific 

details, write the next 2 paragraph. Put each one on a new sheet of paper 

double spaced. Title each page with the paragraph number. 

Reading/ Handwriting 

___(25) Today you  should finish your chapter 8 questions.  

Spelling 

____(20) Spelling Test  List 12. 

Science 
___(60) Complete 12.8 A and B. Parents please grade this and let students 

study for our test on Monday. 

History 
___(5) Sing History songs. Work on memorizing cards 1-15. 

___(40) Read about icons and decide how you would like to make the dove. 

Bring the dove to class.   

Geography 

____(20) Page 59.   

4 4 

















Assignment Sheet for Week  18– December 12, 2022 

Day 1 

Math 
We have finished for the semester. 

English 
Reading/ 

___(90) Today we will spend our whole time finishing 

our questions for the rest of the book. We have read 

the novel in class and marked the page numbers. 

Please do the enrichment because this will be a large 

part of your test. We will take a test over the book to-

morrow. 

Science 
We have finished with science for the semester. 

History 
___(5) Sing History songs. Work on memorizing cards 

1-15. 

___(55) Students will practice their part for the play.   

 

4 4 



Answer 
Key 

For Parent Use Only 



Geography 

Page 57 

Activity 1 

A 

B 

Color Italy and Florida on the map 

Activity 2 

C 

C 

Pools are man made so it cannot be a natu-

ral physical feature. 

Page 58 

Activity 3 

Color the Amazon River 

Brazil 

Atlantic Ocean 

A 

Page 59 

Activity 4 

Trace the Nile River 

Africa 

B 

D 

It is a natural stream with running water. It 

is not still water or a large body. 

 

Grammar 

Guided Practice 

Thomas said, “I am tired.” or “I am tired,” said Tom. 

Ms. Sue sad that she wanted your reports. 

Grandpa said he was going fishing. 

 

 



The Door in the Wall 

Chapter 4 and 5 

Comprehension Questions 

1. Brother Luke thinks it will make his arms stronger and help him move around on land easier. 

2. Robin is worried that he will disappoint his parents because he can’t be a knight if he can’t walk. He is worried they may not 

love him. Robin didn’t want to see his home empty and deserted. 

3. Robin got crutches so he was able to play games with the boys. 

4. Sir John de Bureford said that Robin should go to Sir Peters home along with Brother Luke and John-go-in-the-Wynd. 

5. To get ready for the journey, a special saddle was made for Robin. They prepared food and spices to take on the journey. Rob-

in’s clothes needed to be mended. The journey also had to be mapped out. 

6. The journey is over 100 miles. 

7. The journey is like a pilgrimage because they want to honor God and hope that Robin will be healed along the way. 

Quotation 

By Geoffrey because Robin was able to beat them in a swimming race. 

Questions 6 and 7 

1. On their journey they passed the Shepherd’s Bush, and the White Heart. People used signs with pictures because no one could 

read. 

2. The White Hart looks like dangerous people may stay there. It may be a little run down. 

3. Robin heard the thieves plotting. He used all his strength to crawl over and whisper a warning to Brother Luke. They were able 

to sneak away. 

4. Robin is worried about seeing Sir Peter and his wife because he doesn’t know if they are kind. He can’t be a page now , so he 

doesn’t know if they will accept him. 

5. Adam the bowman is worried about the fog because an army can sneak up and attack them in the fog. 

6. Robin’s jobs will include singing, reading and writing. 

Quotation 

Said by the Owner of the Shepherd’s Bush because there seems to always be different ethnic groups fighting in England. 

Questions 8 

1. Brother Luke feels like everyone can find their place in the world serving God and be happy doing it. 

2. Swimming has been making Robin strong. Brother Luke believes it keeps his blood moving. 

3. Alan-at-Gate is gruff because he is responsible for everyone’s safety. He has to challenge anyone who comes to the gate. 

4. Alan is worried about the fog because the Welsh want the caste and may attack because they know there are fewer soldiers 

now because they are fighting the Scotts. The fog allows them to sneak up. 

5. When the town is attacked, the women go to the keep where it is safer and the men go to the bailey so they can get ready to 

protect the keep. 

Quotation 

Alan-at-Gate said this to Robin. 

 



12.5B  

Drawings vary 

1. star 

2. Galaxy 

3. Cluster 

4. Super cluster 



Chapter 9 

1. The catapult failed because the catapult was out of range. 

2. Someone mush go to get help because the siege is lasting so long that they may starve to death. 

3. He is heating oil to pour on the Welch soldiers that may storm the gate. 

4. Before Robin goes, Brother Luke takes him to say his prayers. 

5. Robin encouraged himself by saying that he knew he could do it. 

6. Sir Hugh and Sir Peter are at odds because Sir Peter supports the king and Sir Hugh does not. 

7. John played a tune on his harp and it was answered by the pipes to let them know it was safe. They needed to get into the 

house so they could sneak into the town and watch the battle take place from a safe distance. 

Quotation 

Robin said this. Edward is a good king 

 

Chapter 10 

1. They had to ring the bell to signal the attack. 

2. Robin is the Conqueror because he was the hero who got help so they could be triumphant. 

3. Johns reward for helping is that he gets to own the land that his mother’s cabin is on. 

4. Robin knew it was his father because he recognized how he rode a horse. 

5. Robin is scared to face his parents because his body is not like it used to be. He is scared his parents won’t recognize him. Will 

they still love him? 

6. When Robin’s parents see him, they run over to hug him. They don’t mention his legs at all. 

7. The king takes off his own gold chain and gives it to Robin as a reward. Robin was so happy because he knew his father would 

be proud of him now. 

Quote 

Brother Luke says this to Robin 

 


